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In case of any questions, please feel free to contact us:
AD L ER I NT ER NAT IO NA L G M B H
Baarerstrasse 10, 6302 Zug, Switzerland
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THIS IS
NOT A
BROCHURE
ABOUT A
YACHT

Alessandro Barizzi, CEO
Telephone: +41 79 261 41 48
Email: office@adleryacht.com

It’s a brochure about an Adler.
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IT ALL
BEGAN,
WHEN WE
BEGAN TO HATE
TRADITIONAL
YACHTS

Flybridge

Main Deck

We hated how much fuel they needed, how heavily they
Lower Deck

were built, how ecologically harmful they were, how
many steps they had, how child-unfriendly they were
and how little one could customize them.

BUT WE LOVE YACHTING.
So we did everything differently and made the Adler.

The first 76 ft flybridge yacht ever built with a HMS (Hybrid Marine
Solutions) hybrid engine. The first yacht in its category ever to be made
of carbon fiber. The first hybrid yacht ever built by a team
of automotive, aviation and marine specialists.
Simply the first yacht of its kind.
Let us take you on a journey of discovery – a new world of yachting –
far away from traditional design and technology.
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GENERA L
DES CRI PTI ON
The ADLER SUPREMA is an extraordinary yacht that combines Italian
design with Austrian and German engineering – a truly European
masterpiece that will make you feel at home wherever you are around
the world.
Generous living spaces, one of the largest flybridges in its class and
luxurious comfort down to the last detail ensure that your stay will remain
the most memorable of experiences, while the powerful and yet efficient
HMS hybrid engine prompts you to exhaust its range of over 3,500 NM
provided by a 5,200 liter fuel tank. Truly the best way to explore the
seven seas.
However you choose to spend your day – enjoying an adventure cruise
or silently entering a lonesome bay to relax – you will appreciate the
unique atmosphere aboard, in your private living room at sea.
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E X T E R IOR &
I N T E R I O R DE SIGN
This yacht delivers what its creators’ names promise: Italian style at its
best. Designed by Carlo Nuvolari and Dan Lenard, the ADLER SUPREMA
leaves a lasting impression at first sight.
The intelligent design lets you enjoy a feeling of freedom like no other
ship: By opening all side panels on the main deck the boundaries between
inside and outside merge together leaving you speechless. Generous and
perfectly equipped relaxation areas invite you to sit back and indulge in
the comfort on board. For your convenience we installed additional head
facilities on the main deck, which also ensures the privacy of your cabin
in case you receive guests.
By the way, each deck is barrier-free, so you can move around without
a single obstacle or having to take a flight of stairs. Needless to say,
the ADLER SUPREMA has been awarded the CE certificate in design
category “A”.
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Exterior and interior design by
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W OR LD OF
C HOICE S

AUTOMATI ZATI ON
S YSTEM

Each ADLER is a very special piece of craftsmanship. Make it yours –

Those who are used to making things happen by just snapping their

and make it unique. While the yacht itself is made of carbon fiber, the

fingers will love the ADLER SUPREMA and its control and automatization

interior will be equipped according to your wishes, creating your perfect

system. It includes 6 large LCD touchscreens from Boening, capable of

living space by courtesy of endless customization opportunities. In doing

controlling the whole boat including air-condition, heating, lights and

so, you have the possibility to choose from a vast variety of finest woods,

curtains. Alternatively, all systems can also be controlled and supervised

leather and other material options matching your taste. Even the whole

via iPad ®. That way you can ensure a pleasant atmosphere on board,

illumination system can be geared to your personal preferences, presenting

while you’re still enjoying a fine glass of wine in the port restaurant. With

your yacht in the perfect light. After the process of configuration you’ll

a touch of your finger you can even activate the privacy glass, assuring

never again be indifferent concerning questions like “teak or walnut?”.

utmost intimacy in an instant.
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C OMF ORT
O N B OARD

PROPULSI O N
SYSTEM

Enjoying all the luxurious amenities of the ADLER SUPREMA, you might

Travelling without noticing a sound, unparalleled fuel efficiency with a

very well forget that you’re even aboard a ship. The convenient living

transatlantic range and yet enough power to outpace the majority of all

spaces offer everything for your pleasure. Whether you want to watch

the other yachts – that was what we had in mind, when building the

a football match, browse the Internet or let the kids have their fun with

ADLER SUPREMA.

the PlayStation ® – the full screen home cinema system with internet
connection and satellite reception leaves nothing to be desired.

Its unique HMS hybrid system combines the power of two Caterpillar
diesel engines, each with 1,150 hp and two ATE high efficiency 100 kW

Do you tend to get cold feet? Not on the SUPREMA: While the main

e-units – for an emission and vibration free propulsion of up to 11 knots

deck floor and the head floors on the lower deck are equipped with

and a maximum speed of up to 30 knots. In case you are getting worried

an electrical floor heating system, an infrared heating strip in the stern

about the fuel consumption: relax. The hybrid engine saves up to 50% over

cockpit will make you feel comfortably warm even on cool evenings.

a conventional system, resulting in a maximum range of over 3,500 NM.

On sunny days you will appreciate the showers on the fly deck and on the

So you might even forget where the fuel tank cap is located or what a

platform as well as the chilled cup holders that keep your cocktails at just

petrol station looks like.

the right drinking temperature.
Due to its variable controllability the e-units allow gentle docking
Now that you’ve read about only a few of the countless conveniences

maneuvers at any speed, which makes docking as easy as parking your car.

on board, you might want to know what you will hear when using them:

Hence you can easily move on to your next destination without waking

nothing. Due to the batteries’ capacity you can enjoy all electrical comfort

up your family – and surprise them with a breathtaking view in another

for a full day, without starting a generator or engine – that way you can

gorgeous bay.

just indulge in listening to absolute silence in a bay.
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S AF E T Y &
S E CURIT Y

DI MENS I O N S &
TECHNI CA L DATA

When it comes to means of transport – be it at sea, on land or in the
air – the most important factor is the safety of everyone involved. We
are equipped with extensive experience in the automotive, marine and
aviation industry and hence combined state-of-the-art security measures
from all three worlds for your well-being aboard the ADLER SUPREMA.

Length Overall
Maximum Beam
Maximum Draft at Full Load
Displacement (Dry Condition)
Guest Accommodation
Crew Accommodation

23.11 m
6.04 m
1.75 m
49 tons
6–9
2

As a result you can rest assured, that the batteries also fulfill and exceed
all automotive and marine safety standards.
Besides the usual safety features like life raft, buoys and jackets,
we have installed a sophisticated fire awareness and suppression system
including ship wide smoke and fire detectors, as well as a fire suppression
system for the batteries. We have further designed the yacht with high
sides and railings to keep your loved ones safe.
A CCTV system, an infrared and several underwater cameras continuously
monitor the area around the yacht and display the images on the control
panel screens, in order to ensure that you are always aware of everything
that is going on around (or under) you. The SUPREMA’s alarm system
even allows you to control the anchor and check whether all portholes
and doors are closed.
Finally, you can enjoy your holidays with the peace of mind that the ADLER
team will always be there to help. You can count on our support guarantee –
within 24 hours anywhere in Europe and Turkey – and remote support
system diagnostics, wherever you are.
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S PE E D
Maximum Speed
High Speed Cruising
Eco Cruising
Ultra Long Range
Maximum Range at Ultra Long Range Speed
CA PACI T Y
Fuel Tank
Fresh Water Tank
Black/Gray Water Tank
Hybrid Battery

5,200 liters
880 liters + Water Maker 200 l/h
288 liters + Water Treatment System
170 kWh

F U E L CON S U M PT I ON 1 H OU R
8 kn
15 kn
17 kn
200 kW Generator Mode
Certification
Construction Material
Interior & Exterior Design
Data may vary depending on customized configuration.

30 kn
22 kn
15 kn
8 kn
>3,500 NM

11 liters
126 liters
160 liters
26 liters
RINA CE-A
Carbon Fiber, Kevlar, Glass Fiber
Nuvolari-Lenard

